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R%3EARCH MmmRANDm

LATERUAONTROL CHARACTERI~CS AND MHEORAL EFFECT OF A WITKH30DY

COMBXNA’ITONWITH A VARIABLEINCIDENCE TRIANGULAR WING AND

WUWPI’IP AILERONS AT A WV2H NUMBER OF 1.52

By Richard E%herrer and David H. Dennis

SuMMAm

Aileron effactiveness and dihedral effect were investigated for a
wing-body combination having a variable-incidence triangular wing with
modified half-delta controls at the wing tips. The tests were conducted
at a Mach nwiber of 1.52 at a Reynolds mmiber of 0.82 million. At the

“ Mach nuniberof the tests, the Mach cone from the wing apex was almost
coincident with the wing leading edge.

.

●

The experimental value of aileron effactiveness at 0° angle of
attack was approximately 78 percent of the value predicted by linear
theory, and the effactiveness decreased with increasing wing angle of
attack. The theoretical effectiveness of the modified half-delta
ailerons was compared with that of half’lta wing-tip ailerons, and the
half-delta design was found to be slightly more effective. The rolling-
moment data obtained in the dihedral-effect tests indicated that the
wing-body combination was unstable at small angles of sideslip at the
maximum angle of incidence tested.

INTRODUCTION

Research on lateral-control devices for supersonic aircr~ tith
low=aspect=atio wings has indicated that the conventional.trailing-
edge<lap control surface loses much of its effectiveness at transonic
and supersonic speeds. (See reference 1.) !!kLisloss in effectiveness
has been found to result yrimarily from the nature of the boundsry-
layer flow over the rear part of the wing. As a result, resewch on
lateral-control devices has been directed toward the investigation of
other control configurations. Controls placed at the wing tips have
been found to be satisfactory, particularly for low-aspect-ratio wings

● of triangul= plan form. (See references 1, 2, and 3.).

●

For all the ailerons considered in this report, the control surface
consists of a portion of the tip of a wi

e

of triangular plan form; the
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edge between the wing and the control surface is parallel t6 the air
s-kres.m;and the hinge line is perpendioulsr to this edge: As shown in
reference 4, deflection of ailerons of this type in s~ersonic flow .

induces lift on tie adjacent wing surface. This induced lfit$ together
with the greater moment arm about the roll axis and better boundsrY-
layer flow, causes this type of aileron tobe more effective than the
trailin~dge type.

The first phase of the present investigation was undertaken to
determine the effectiveness, at a Mach number of 1.52, of a tri-~
wing+ip aileron with a raked-in trailing edge. The trailing edge WELS
located approximately along the Mach line extending forward from the
point of intersection of the wing trailing edge and the aileron root
chord. Another.psrt of this phase of the investigation consisted of the
comparison of the e~eri.mental results with the theoretical.effectiveness
of the test ailerons in order to determine the agreement between theory
and experiment when the wing leading edge and bow wave are almost coin-
cident. In addition, the theoretical effectiveness of the test ailerons
was compared with the theoretical effectiveness of half-delta ailerons
of equal size.

The wi~ileron ccmibinationof the present investigation was
intended for use in a guided-missile design with a variableincidence
** Since no &ta were available on the effect of wing incidence on .

the rolling moment due to sideslip of a variable-dncidence wing in COIR
bination with a slender body, this characteristic was investigated as a
second phase of the test program. ● —

The tests were conducted at the request of the U..s. Mr For=.
The model and strain-gage balance were furnished by the Bee@ Mrplme – z
company.

SYMBOLS ——

b wing span, 4.74 inches

F mean aerodynamic chord, 1.86 inches

s total wing area (including that within the body),8.78 square
inches

v free-stream velocity, feet per second

q free-stream dynamic pressure, Towds per square inch

L roll~”moment about body longitudinal axis,fiinchpounds
(Positivemoments are clockwise when the aircraft is viewed
from the rear.)

c~ rolling-moment ()coefficient A “~

# qsb
dimensionless

—

r
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.

A%6a increment of ro~ing-moment coefficient due tO afleroII.
deflection, dimensionless

.
MO

P

Re

UJ

i

P

free-streamMach number, dimensionless

rate of roll, radians per second

Reynolds number based on the man aerodynamic chord of the wing,
dimensionlesss .

angle of attack of the body, degrees

eagle of wing incidence meas&ed from the body axis to the wing-
chord plane, degrees

aileron deflection angle measured from the wing-chord plane to
the aileron chord plane, degrees
(Positive deflections produce positive lift.)

emgle of sideslip measured from body exis to the free-stream
direction, degrees
(Positive emgles are with the nose to the left when viewed from
from the rear.)

wing-tip held.xangle, radians

Mach angle, 41.1° at test Bhch number

wing semi-apex angle, 40.~0

APF!!TT.JS

The e~riments were performed in the AnEs l-by S+oot supersonic
wind tunnel No. 1. This closed-circuit variable-denpity wind tunnel is
equipped with a nozzle having flexible top and bottom plates which can la
sha~d to give test-section Mach numbers between 1.2 and 2.4. The abso-
lute total pressure in the wind tunnel can be varied from one-fifth of en
atmosphere to three atmospheres, depending on the Mach n@er end ambient
air temperature. The air in the wind tunnel is dried to an absolute
humidity of 0.0001 pound of water per pound of dry air in order to make
the effects of condensation in the nozzle negligible. For the present
investigatiori,the model was mounted on a sting suppo~ attached to the
wind-tunnel balance housing. The angle of attack was variedby pitching
the model, sting, and balance housing about a point at the rear of the
housing. With this arrangement, the model moved vertically in passing

Q through the angl~f~ttack range and was located on the longitudinal
axis of the wind tuunel at zero angle of attack. A photograph of the
model mounted in the test section is shownin figure 1.

.
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A drawing of the wing+!ody conibinationthat was empl@yed in the
investi&tion is shuwn in figure 2, and the dimmsions and areas of the
wing and ailerons are given in figure 3. The aileron trailing edges ware - ‘
raked in at an angle such that the trailing edges were slightly within
the Mach cone from the tip of the aileron. A photograph of all the cm
ponents of the model is shown in figure 4. The model was designed so
that nominal wing@ncidence angles of 0°, 6°, 10°, ~ 15° could be
obtained. Nominal aileron angles of Qof 10°, and 15 were obtained by
using separate ~irs of ailerons for each engle.

The airfoil section was flat-sided with wedge-shaped leading and
trailing edges and the wing thickness+ o-chord ratio va!riedfrom 0.048
at the root to 0.087 at the aileron rootahord line. The body had a
small hemispherical tip which was faired into the cylindrical portion by
an ogival section. The model assembly was held together by the ogival
nose which screwed onto the center body. The model design allowed rapid
and accurate @mnges to be made in the model configuration.

The balance used to measure the forces acting on the model was
located as shown in figure 2 and was an integral part of the support
Sting. The rolling moment about the model axis
“tricalresistance strain gages located on small
the balance.

!S!ESTS

All the tests of the present investigation

was measured with elee
vertical _bemnswithin

were conducted with the
one win&body combination at a Mach number of 1.52 and at a total pres-
sure of 18 pounds pr square inch absolute. The Reynolds nuniberof the
tests, based on the mean aerodynamic chord of the wing, was 0.82 million.
Other test conditions for both phases of the investigation are given in
the following table:

—

Pest
Mlerm

effeotiveme88 Dihedral effect

Ba 00, 100, 150 00

i ‘0°,6°, 10.3°, 15.2° O“, 6°, 10.3°, 15.2°

a 4° to +5.50 0°

P 0° 4° to +5.5°

--

—
.—

,
—

The aileron-=effectivenesstest= were made with the spanwise sxis of
the model placed horizontally as shown in figure 1, and the dihedral- F

effect tests were made with the model rotated 90° on the balance so that
the spanwise axis was in avertical plgae. .. — .“

t
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The effects of the small stream angles -d static pressure varia-
tions which exist in the wind tunnel were eliminated from the plotted
data in the ailer~ffect iveness tests by considering only the ihcremmt
of rollmmnt coefficient due to aileron deflection at each wing
angle of attack (a+i). These effects could not be eliminated completely
in the dihedral+ ffect tests by considering the rolling+mment c~ffi-
cients due to incremental changes in wing incidence because the wing was
much larger relative to the stream irregularities than the ailerons and
therefore the effects of these irregularities could be expected to chamge
slightly with wing incidence. Consequently, the results flromthe
dihedral-effect tests could not be presented in incremental form. The
masured values of angle of attack end sideslip have been corrected for
the effect of sting deflection caused by aerodynamic loads by mesns of a
calibration factor obtained with static loads just prior to the tests.
Estimates of the errors in masuremnt to be expcted in each of the vsr-
iables entering into the presentation of the data are given in the
following table:

Variable Error
~

Variable Error

al *0.20 C2 *o. 0001I

i *0.20 M * 0.01

5 *o.5° Re *20,000

P *o.2f3 --- ---
(

It should be noted that, although the accuracy to whioh the rolling-
mment coeffioient oould be measured was 0.0001, the possible error in
aileron+ngle setting co-uldcause a omstsnt error of several times this
value. W&m the ailerm angles were large (aileron-effectivenesstests)
the total peroent aocuraoy was good. but when the ncminal ailerm sngle
was zero, is in
aileron setting

the dihe&al-ef~6ct- tests, the effect of the error in the
on the percent accuracy becane large.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Aileron Effectiveness

The variation, with mgle of attack of the wing, of the incremnt
of rollemnt coefficient due to aileron def~ection is shown in fi~
Ure 5. For wing angles of attack (a+i) up to 14 the data for all mgles

●

of incidence plot as almost a single curve; therefore, the increments of
rollqoment coefficient are indepe~ent of body angle of attack a
in the test range. At high augles of attack of the wing (above 14°) the

Caml!nmm
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rolli=ment data become erratic, Since this change in the curves
occurs at almost the SaEE angle of attack at both aileron ~les (10°
and 150), it probably originates from some change in the flow on the .

wing rather than on the ailerons.

As shown in figure 5 the yalues of the rolling+noment coefficients
decrease by almost one–third from a wing angle of attack of 0° to @ ~
angle of 14°. Because of this effect and because of the erratic results
at high .@gles of attack, a test was made using the liquid–film tech-
nique described in reference 5 in order to visualize the flaw in the

.-

boundary layer. The model was installed at a body angle of attack of 0°
with a wing-incidence angle of 15.2° and aileron “anglesof *15°. The
liquid<ilm pattern indicated that separation of the flow occurred over
the aileron with the higher emgle of attack.and over the upper surface
of the wing adjacent to this -aileronin the region aft of the pressure
wave from the forward tip of the aileron. The pattern also indicated.
that the boundary layer flowed from the high- to the low-pressure

.-

regions through the gaps between the wing and ailerons. These results
indicate that the-decrease in aileron effectiveness end the erratio
rollin~oment data obtained at wing angles of attack (ai-i)above 14°
may be attributable to the effects of the wi~ileron gaps smd flow .—
separation at high aileron angles of attack .(a+i+ba).

The change in rollin~mmt coefficientwith aileron deflection~-- .
determined by the theory of reference 4, is 0.00115 per degree aileron”
deflection. The corresponding experimental value at zero wing incidence
and zero aileron angle, as determined from a cross plot of the data in
figure 5, is approximately 0.0009, or about 78 percent of the theoreti-

ti

cal value. This percentage agreemmt between theory and experiment is
similar to that reported In references 2 and 3.

In order to compare the effectiveness of the test aileron witht~t .._._.
of another similar type on the same basic wing, the effectiveness of a
half-delta win&ip ailer~ of the saw area relative to the wing was
calculated. The theoretical effectiveness of this aileron (@/~~a) was .

found to be 0.00125, or about 9 percent greater t~ that of the ailero=
with raked-in~ips. Because the damping-in~oll derivative, acl

-’of
the test wing caube expected to be almost the same as that of the tri-
angular wing with half-delta ailerons, because the differences in wing
area and span are small.,the difference between the values’of the
rolling-effectivenessparameter, ?@@. , sho~d~sobe about 9

?lEa

percent.. In addition to being slightly less effective, the test aile~
ons can be expected to have less desirable hinge+noment characteristics
then half-delta ailerons at Mach nunibersbelow 1.5 because of the
decrease in lift in the area behind the Mach wave from the wing tip.

●

.
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An interesting point in the comparison of half-delta ailerons and
the ailerons with raked-in tips is that in the latter case, according to
linearized theory, 40 percent of the lift was carried on the wing, while
in the former case only 18 percent of the lift was csrried on the wing.
The fact that the average loading on the modified half-delta aileron is
less thsn that on a half-delta aileron counteracts the effect of the
increased lift carry-over of the former, with the result that the final
values of aileron effectiveness are not markedly different.

Dihedral Effect

The effect of wing incidence on the rol~mnt coefficient due
to sideslip with zero aileron deflection and zero angle of attack are
shown in figure 64. The vertical displacement from the horizontal axis
of the curve for zero wing incidence is indicative of the displ.acemmt
that csnbe expected in any of the other curves of figure 6. The ave~
age value of thisodisplacement (0.0005) is equivalent to an aileron
deflection of 0.6 which is ap~roximately equal to the estimated accuracy
of the aileron settings (*0.5 ). Since an error in aileron setting
could only cause an almost constant displacemmt of the curve for zero
incidence in figure 6, the variations in the curve must result from SOIW
other effect. A vertical variation of lateral stream angle in the wind~
tunnel could result in-such ~ effect and this is believed to be the case
in the present experiments. The uncertainly in the slopes of the curves
of figure 6 is believed to be of the order of the S1OPS of the curve for

. zero wing incidence. With this degree of uncertainty, the data are
inconclusive in regard to the stability of the configuration wherever the
slopes are small.

The slopes of the curves for incidence eagles of 6°, 10.3°, and
15.2° at large angles of sideslip indicate positive stability, but the
curve for 15.2° at small angles of sideslip indicates negative stability.
It is concluded, therefore, that the configuration tested cm be expected
to be laterally unstable at small angles of sideslip at high mgles of
incidence. The effect of sideslip on the rolling moment of triangular
wings has been investigated theoretically (see reference 6), and the
theory indicates that tith the present wing a change in the sign of the

dihedral effect
[

d(@) 1
d~ ~ occurs At Mach nunibersat which the lkch

cone crosses the wing leading edge. However, the theory, which is lim-
ited to small angles, does not indicate any change in sign with increas–
ing wing mgle of attack. The present e~eriments were not sufficiently
detailed to indicate the cause of the lateral instability and further .

.
research is required before the cause cau be determined.
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CONCLUSIONS

The results of theoretical calculations end wind--tunneltests of a
win@ody coniblnationhaving a variable-incidence triemgular wing and
modified, half-delta, w@@ip controls at a Mach nuder of 1.52 lead to
the follawing conclusions: L

.*.. -- _, -,

1. The e~rimental value of aileron effectiveness (W1/~5a) at 0°
angle of attack was approximately 78 percent of that predicted by linesr-
iz=d theory, and the ~ffectivene~s-de-&reasedwith i.nckasing wi& engle
of attack.

2. The wlm&body conibinationwas found to be lateral~ unstable at
sms31 angles of sideslip at the maximum test angle of wing incidence
(15.eO). .

3. The theoretical calculations indicate that the half-delta wing-

tip controls with raked-in tips have slightly less rolling effectiveness
near the design Mach nuniberthem full half-delta cccrtrolsof the s-
area m a triangular -plan%orm wing.
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Theoretical

Fi@ure 2.- P/an view of wing–body combination showtkg the relative posihbns of the wing and shuin–goge balance,
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Exposed WI@ Area = 572 h e

ZW Wrhg Area = 878 ih?
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Figums 4 ● . campcmdm of the Wlng+oay combination.
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Angle of attack of wing,

Figure 5. — The variation of

to aileron deflection with
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Figure 6, — The variotion of rolling- moment coe#icient with

angle of sideslip ot seveml ongles of wing incidence,
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